Parents’ Newsletter: Issue 4 2020-2021
Welcome to this, our final newsletter of the 2020 / 21 academic
year - and what a year it has been! I am sure I am not alone in
welcoming the summer break more enthusiastically than usual. If
I were to sum up this year in one word, it would be ‘Challenge.’
I wanted to take this opportunity to thank everyone in the school community for your support
in managing the various challenges we have faced. As we approached the final week of
term, we were optimistic that we had managed to escape the worst of the self-isolation
disruption that has beset so many schools in the area. With just one case requiring students
to learn remotely, back in October 2020, we were unfortunate to see two further cases in
Year 8 in the final week. However, it is clear from speaking to my colleagues in other
schools that despite this, Thomas Keble has managed to avoid the worst of the disruption
from COVID. I am sincerely grateful to all who have followed the guidance so closely,
helping us to keep the school operating as normally as possible.
With regard to September, I am increasingly optimistic that we will be able to return to a
more normal school environment. You will have read the correspondence late last week
around the need to register initial consent, so that we can plan for all students to be tested
on their return to school. If you have not yet filled in our very simple googleform, do please
take a few minutes to do so by clicking on this link. Over 200 of you have filled in the return
so far. Your responses will enable us to plan staffing and testing stations to process our
testing as quickly as possible, enabling us to get all of our students back as soon as
possible.
I am still waiting for the final confirmation as to what is expected of schools, following the
plan to remove the need to self-isolate from August 16th. Once I have this guidance, I will
update all parents with the specifics of our September return in a special bulletin that
will be issued during WB August 23rd.

Staff Leaving
At the end of any academic year, it is always with some sadness, that we bid farewell to
colleagues, many of whom have served at Thomas Keble for a long time. This year we say
goodbye to:

Fiona Rand
(French)

Yvonne Hawker
(Data & Exams Manager)
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Sarah Blackmore
(Higher Level Teaching Asst.)

Sebastiana Cote-Lobon
(Spanish)

Alan Riordan
(RE and History)
David Hogg
(Science)

We wish all of our colleagues all the very best in their new adventures and we look forward
to welcoming several new colleagues in September.
COVID Protocols: Summer Break
The support of our parent community has been invaluable in ensuring that we are able to
control COVID in our school. We have been fortunate to see relatively few positive cases
and this is undoubtedly due to your support with testing your child and logging the results.
As we move into the summer, whilst there is no requirement to carry out lateral flow tests
twice weekly until the week before our return, we would ask that you continue to be vigilant
with regard to any symptoms. As a reminder, the symptoms in children are:






Fever (temperature 100.4 degrees F / 39 degrees C, or higher)
Sore throat
New uncontrolled cough
Diarrhoea, vomiting, or stomach ache
New onset of severe headache, especially with a fever.

If your child displays symptoms, you should:



Organise for your child to be tested. Use this link to do this online.
Any positive tests should be reported to the NHS track and trace teams, who
assumed responsibility for COVID close contact tracing from July 19th. Any PCR
Test result notification will explain how you do this.

Holiday Access & Food Programmes
This summer Gloucestershire County Council is
offering four weeks of activities and events for
children eligible for Free School Meals.
This scheme, called the Holiday Activities and Food
programme (HAF), is in partnership with district
councils, the voluntary sector and other
organisations in the county and is funded by the
Department for Education.
The HAF programme's purpose is to make sure children are entertained, active, educated,
safe and fed between Monday 2nd August and Friday 27th August 2021. Take a look at
their trailer, featuring some of the activities from the Easter programme: Click here to
access the film.
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How will it work?
The HAF Summer programme will run from Monday 2nd August to Friday 27th August 2021.
Each day, activities and events across the county will be available either in person, or online.
Each district area will have its own page so you can find activities closest to you and what is
being offered. Some in-person activities will also need you to sign up in advance so the
providers know which children are coming to join that day's fun and games. A meal or food
kit will also be provided, dependent on each district's offer.
Sign up to the Holiday Activities and Food programme newsletter to stay up to date on
information, key dates and frequently asked questions: Click to subscribe
If you do not sign up for the HAF programme, your child(ren) will not be able to take part.
There is no alternative offer to this programme during those four weeks. If you need help
signing up, please email childrensfund@gloucestershire.gov.uk.
For the first and last week of the summer holiday only (26th-30th July, and 30th August-3rd
September) vouchers will be available. Read more about holiday free school meal vouchers.
You can find out more about what is on offer by clicking on this link

Department News
Maths:
It’s been a very hard-working year in the Maths department, and we
should celebrate the success and the resilience of our
mathematicians. We will look to statistics to show this!! (We are
Maths J). On the international Dr Frost website we use for homework,
we peaked in the yearly global rankings at 96th. This is an amazing
achievement to get in the top 100 in the world on this hugely
subscribed site, we have punched well above our weight, getting
point scores comparable with schools 2 to 3 times our size. This is
testament to effort across all years, but a particular mention should go to Red MansonWhitton, Imogen Latham and Amelia Jarvis who make up the top three points rankings in the
entire school.
Additionally, Noah Haslam in Year 8 achieved a Gold Award in the UK Maths
Trust Junior Challenge and did so well he was invited to take part in the
Junior Kangaroo, an invitation-only competition for the highest performers.
We look forward to getting back to normal next year and holding our regular
house competitions: 24 challenge and others!
Citizenship & PHSE
On Friday 9th July, the school took part in the first ever Purple
Hollieday to raise money for the Hollie Gazzard Trust.
Tragically Hollie had experienced domestic abuse and stalking prior
to being fatally stabbed by an ex-partner at her place of work. She
was 20 years old. Hollie’s story has touched the hearts of many. Her
family and The Trust want to turn tragedy into something positive,
providing a safer future for all. This is set to be an annual event held
in July, Hollie’s birth month. It was a day for Hollie, but also a special
day for all of us to think about how we would like to be treated in our
relationships. Tutors delivered specific sessions on relationships and the work of the trust, a
quiz all about the colour Purple and we finished the week with a non-uniform day where
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students were encouraged to wear something purple. We raised a grand total of £420 for
the Trust.
On Tuesday 6th July, Satveer Nijjar came into school to
deliver workshops on mental health and self-harm to our
Year 9 students. A hard hitting presentation but always
well received by our students encouraging them to seek out
support should they need to. This was a follow-up to the
online parent event she ran earlier on in the school year.
In Citizenship, our students continued to get involved with
various community action programmes and projects. The
photos below give a flavour of this year’s projects. We were also thrilled to be recognised for
our high quality Citizenship programmes, when Thomas Keble received a mention in the
House of Lords debate on character in schools! Well done to Mrs Haynes and the
Citizenship students for this accolade.

House Debate Competition
This year, our students were posed the following debate question: “If you lived in a
Dictatorship, which of the following would you want to rule it?
 Father Christmas
 Jesus
 An 8-year old
 You
 The head of the army
The debate was hotly contested and the results were as
follows:
 5th place – Carpenter House
 4th place – Lee House
 3rd place – Mercia House
 2nd place – Whittle House
 1st place – Jenner House
Jenner’s team will receive the debate trophy to house in
their tutor base for the next year. Well done Jenner!
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English
"Characters are the key to a good book." (Michael Morpurgo). This term students in Years 7
and 8 have been exploring presentation of character in a variety of texts and the methods
writers have used to bring these characters to life. Students have presented their findings in
variety of creative final products (pictures attached). Meanwhile, Year 9 and 10 have been
researching, preparing and presenting presentations on a topic of their choice. Students
passionately discussed a variety of topics for example: Overcoming Shyness, Plastic Bags,
Is Dumbledore to Blame? and many more! Yet again we were blown away not only by the
variety of ideas but by the respectful attitude of students to one another when listening to
each presentation. September will launch our annual Poetry Competition and we can't wait
to see what students do with their new theme!

Careers Education Information & Guidance
Usually at this time of the year, our Year 10
students would have just completed their work
experience placements, but, given the restrictions
in place, this has not been possible. As an
alternative, they completed a range of projects in
school to experience the world of work, albeit in a
slightly different format to usual.
Around 40 students worked with Kohler Mira on an
engineering, business and marketing project,
checking in with the employers 3 times a day via
Teams. The students have been working on
improving water usage around the house and have designed all sorts of gadgets from
Bluetooth baths that you can programme to fill up to your required depth remotely using your
phone, to waterfall taps with adjustable heat controls from boiling to ice cold!
We have also had a group working with the Chalford and Bisley Climate Action Networks on
horticulture and environmental projects including woodland surveys in Frithwood, clearing
Himalayan Balsam in the Toadsmoor Valley and creating outdoor games for fundraising
activities from recycled materials. We were delighted to receive a lovely email from Chris
Sissons, who co-ordinated the project, praising our students for their work:
“(We) have just spent the morning with a delightful group of your year 10 students, ‘balsam
bashing’ in the Toadsmoor valley! They were accompanied by Annie, their enthusiastic
SENCO and two friendly teaching assistants. The students were polite, helpful and friendly
and were willing to join on in the activities of pulling up the invasive plants. It is so
encouraging to see young people from the local school being involved alongside the
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community to support our local environment. Their attitude and involvement were a credit to
your school. Hopefully, we will be able to repeat this activity again next year!”
Skills in interview technique were delivered in a workshop
with the Armed Forces Careers Office. Other students
have completed virtual projects in Law and Medicine,
looking at the different careers in these industries and
what they involve, and Architecture where they have
designed extensions and mansions for celebrities of their
choice.
Next term, we will be holding our 'Life After TK' day in
September for our Year 11 students, which includes mock
interviews with local employers and a range of workshops on apprenticeships, university,
gap years, writing college applications, CV writing and financial planning/budgeting, as well
as having post-16 providers in each week to speak to the Year 11 students about their
options for college or sixth form.
Employability Skills
On Friday 2nd July pupils from Year 10 Employability
visited The Cotswold Canal Trust in Stroud. It was a
glorious day and as part of their Research project, Jon
Pontepac, the Volunteer manager and wife gave a talk
and demonstration of how the canal lock worked. Jon
had even brought a barge to go through. Pupils were
able to get hands on experience opening and closing
the gates, learning exactly how the locks worked and
why they were needed.
Pupils will be writing a report in September looking at
the importance of the Stroud Canals past, present and
future. Pupils have also completed a trip to see the
new canal bridge at Whitminster and at the tunnels
which will be replaced with a bridge so that the canal
can join up to Gloucester docks. Pupils have also
learnt how important the canal is for wildlife.

Duke of Edinburgh’s Award – expedition news
We were so grateful that we could run the Y9 and
Y10 DofE Bronze expeditions this year. We were
especially pleased for Y10 to complete the
expeditions after having to wait an extra year. It
really demonstrated the students’ resilience and
determination in continuing, to complete their
volunteering, physical and skills sections during the
lockdown periods to enable them to participate in the
final expedition.
On all four days across the two weeks we were incredibly lucky to have excellent weather
despite the monsoon conditions the day before the Y9 expedition started. The pupils were so
enthusiastic throughout the expeditions and enjoyed the experience of navigating
themselves across the local area. Unfortunately camping wasn’t possible but the pupils still
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had to set up their tents and cook their dinner at the campsite. There some pretty
spectacular and creative dinners eaten with only a small stove for use.
We are looking forward to launching the Duke of Edinburgh’s Bronze for Y9s early in the
next school year and Silver for Y11 and hopefully being able to offer a full programme of
practice and assessed expeditions with overnight camping.

Art
Mr Clarke and Mrs Whight have been blown away by the thought and care that they have
seen developing through the work of our art students, despite the challenge of lockdown. A
few examples of the work produced is given below.
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PE & Sport

Wow – what an incredible finish to the most unusual year! After two failed attempts we finally
managed to run our main Sports Day in front of the whole school. With all our field events
completed during the past two weeks and our middle distance track events already finished,
all that remained was our sprint events. It was so frustrating not to be able to run this Sports
Day on the two previous dates and we were facing the prospect of having to cancel
completely! Luckily one last push on the last day of term saw us deliver an epic day of
athletics bathed in glorious sunshine and beautiful clear blue sky. All the Individual results
and House scores are included in our special Sports Day supplement that is attached,
alongside this newsletter. Well done to everyone who was involved, especially all the pupils
who took part during one of the many days dedicated to Sports Day.
Our special sports day video can now be accessed via the Parents’ area of our website
under the password protected individual year group letters area (e.g. Year 10 Letters
Home) – password for all year groups is “tkparent”. Please use this link to navigate to the
page.
End of 2021 Rewards
During the last week of term, we were able to celebrate some superb achievements in our
annual celebration assemblies. Whilst parents were not able to join us this year, we look
forward to sharing the photos with you via our Parents’ website area in September.
Particular congratulations to the 10 students in each year group who have been recognised
for their exceptional commitment, by collecting the highest number of house reward points
this year. Each of them received a £10 online shopping voucher to recognise their efforts.
Y7
Phoebe Tubb 166
Elise Schwengel 133
Velvet Redfern 122
Kaia Dineen Head 119
Hannah Murray 115
Clara Malin 108
Layla Taplin 107
Lucy Clark 96
Lalita Lomberg 87
Matilda Gaskell 84

Y8
Isabelle Merriman 151
Kara Brodersen 101
Sarah Shepherd 88
Ivy Rooney 75
Finlay Baines 74
Charlie Verity 67
Amy Weaver 63
Louis Coventry 60
Bella Monk 58
Niamh Wills 55
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Y9
Toby Whiting 96
Lauren Manley 68
Karl Manley 59
Eleanor Lock 54
Tom Clissold 54
Zach Humphries 53
Harrison Brough 52
Amelie Harries 52
Eliza Le Cornu 51
Ava Roseblade 49

Y10
Amelia Jarvis 101
Amaya Leadbeater 75
Eleanor Widdowson 65
Imogen Latham 63
Daisy Cobb 62
Emily Green 62
Jonathan Priestley 61
Jannah Finch 60
Willum Adamson 57
Annabelle Catt 57

Speaking of achievements – I wanted to share a
successful challenge undertaken by two Year 9
students: Lauren Manley and Karl Manley. As part
of Lauren’s Guide Gold Award, and to support their
Bronze DoE endeavours, Lauren and Karl set out to
raise £200 by walking 100 km. Their hard work was
recognised and published in the Stroud News and
Journal.
I am delighted to advise that the latest total for their
fund raising efforts is an amazing £920, with all proceeds being split between the Stroud
Beresford Groups, Captain Tom Foundation and Kids Cancer Charity. Well done Lauren
and Karl. A really positive example of GRIT, if ever I saw one.
PTA News
On Wednesday July 14th, we held our annual quality used uniform sale, organised by our
Parent Teacher Association. We were overwhelmed by how popular this event has become.
All items were priced at £2.00 with £1160.00 raised on the day. That’s nearly 600 uniform
items sold!
The money will go towards providing the ‘extras’ for the students. Last year the PTA
donated over £40,000 for projects including £30,000 for our new dining extension and over
£10,000 to purchase items for departments to enhance the quality of learning in the
classroom. What an amazing achievement!

Academic Year 2021 / 22
TERM 1
*Due to COVID testing –
the start of Term 1 will
be staggered with
remote learning set.
Further detail will be
issued WB Aug. 23rd
October Break
TERM 2
Christmas Break
TERM 3
February Break
TERM 4
Easter Break
TERM 5
May Break
TERM 6

Monday 6 September – Wednesday 20 October
Thursday 2 September – INSET Day (school closed to pupils)
Friday 3 September – INSET Day (school closed to pupils)
Monday 6 September – Year 7 only in school*
Tuesday 7 September – Year 11 return to school (Y7 & 11 in school)*
Wednesday 8 September – Year 10 return to school (Y7, 10 & 11 in school)*
Thursday 9 September – Year 8 return to school (Y7, 8, 10 & 11 in school)*
Friday 10 September – Year 9 return to school (all pupils in school)*
Friday 8 October – INSET Day (school closed to pupils)
Thursday 21 October – Friday 29 October inclusive
Monday 1 November – Friday 17 December
Monday 29 November – INSET Day (school closed to pupils)
Monday 20 December – Monday 3 January inclusive
Tuesday 4 January – Friday 18 February
Monday 21 February – Friday 25 February inclusive
Monday 28 February – Friday 8 April
Monday 11 April – Friday 22 April inclusive
Monday 25 April – Friday 27 May inclusive
Monday 2 May – Bank Holiday (school closed)
Monday 30 May – Friday 3 June inclusive
Monday 6 June – Friday 22 July inclusive
Friday 24 June – INSET Day (school closed to pupils)
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Department News: Religious Education: Amnesty Social Action Group
In September our Amnesty Social Action Group will
be having its first meeting. We are looking for
anyone with an interest in social action and human
rights to come and help campaign on issues they
are passionate about.

‘It is better to light a candle than curse the darkness’. Amnesty International is a
movement of ordinary people from across the world standing up for humanity and human
rights. Our purpose is to protect individuals wherever justice, fairness, freedom and truth are
denied. We will be working with Amnesty International UK, a global human rights group, to
raise awareness of human rights issues in school, campaign for causes and fundraise.
The issues we focus on are dependent on what is going on in the world. This will be led by
students and allow them to take a role in campaigning for issues that are important to them.
And in addition to this….
We are excited to let you know about some of the exciting opportunities taking place in the
RE department from September. We will be working alongside “Illuminate” to bring a range
of visitors, activities and visits to students studying RE at Thomas Keble.
A few things to look forward to


Year 7 Visit to a local Church to discuss the impact on the environment and how to
become more green.
 Year 7 Christian artist will be working with students on an art installation.
 Year 8 Soul Space workshop, allowing students to reflect on some of the ultimate
questions humans are faced with.
 Year 9 God on Trial - A chance to ask a Christian about their views on why God
allows suffering.
 Year 11 visits from local representatives of charities and organisations working in
Stroud including the local Foodbank and Street Pastors.
Performing Arts
We are delighted to confirm that Instrumental lessons have restarted at the school and we
are excited to see a number of new students taking their first steps to learning to play an
instrument. If you would like your child to start instrumental lessons from September, please
contact one of our amazing tutors directly via email.
Dave Whittle
Piano/ Woodwind/ Violin
dwhittle88@hotmail.com
Hayley Savage
Guitar (Electric/ Acoustic/ Classical)
hayleysavage15@gmail.com
Jon Green
Drum Kit & Percussion
jongreendrumming@hotmail.co.uk
Saffron Young
Bass Guitar/ Double Bass/ Trumpet
syoung@thomaskeble.gloucs.sch.uk
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If you are interested in an instrument not currently taught in school, please contact Mr
Burgess directly.
Class Charts - Launch
In September, we will be extending our use of Class Charts as a
means of enabling you as parents, to have greater access to
information. By downloading the Class Charts App, you will be
able to view:
 Your child’s homework details, along with any deadlines
 A summary of behaviour points – both positive and negative
 Attendance
Registration information will be sent to all of our new parents in
September but do make sure we have your current email contact details on our system to
support this. If you do need to update your information, please email
admin@thomaskeble.gloucs.sch.uk.
Uniform Reminders
As parents plan for the purchase of uniform items for the new school year, can I please
appeal to parents to ensure that skirts purchased are a suitable length and waist
measurement. A number of girls have developed a habit of rolling their skirts up to an
inappropriate length or persistently trying to tug skirts down that are too small across the hip,
resulting in skirts that rip or quickly deteriorate in terms of wear. Our uniform code is clear
that skirts should be knee length. Students who persist in failing to abide by this risk losing
social time as a sanction for incorrect uniform. Your support with this is gratefully
appreciated.
In addition, please note that black trousers
are not part of the Thomas Keble uniform for
either boys or girls. All trousers should be
dark grey and tailored in appearance. Tight,
drainpipe styles are not acceptable
uniform. To ensure uniform is compliant, we
would strongly recommend ensuring students
are present to be fitted for an appropriate
length skirt or to ensure trousers are similar
to those stocked by our official uniform
supplier, Batemans. Batemans is open over
the summer period to support all parents with uniform purchasing.
Cashless System Update
We are pleased to inform you that after a delay due to COVID, the cashless system will be
operational in the dining hall from September. Funds need to be loaded to your child’s
account via the school Gateway by 5 September as there will be no facility for cash
payment. There is no minimum requirement and no time limit, so if your child only buys
something once a week or even once a month that will be possible.
This week some students had an image of their fingerprint taken in readiness for
September. This was converted into a digital signature and then the image was
deleted. The digital information cannot be used to recreate the image of the fingerprint. In
the first few days of the new term we will operate the system with PINs while we register
fingerprints during the first week. If you would like your child to use the biometric system
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and haven’t already given your permission for your child’s fingerprint to be recorded please
complete the google form – the link for which is here.
If your child is entitled to Free School Meals, they will need to be registered on the
system so they can access their daily allowance.
E-Scooter Legislation
In recent months, there has
been a growing trend around
the use of e-scooters.
Our local police officers have
sent us an information leaflet to
ensure all parents are aware of
the legislation linked to
e-scooters which we hope you
will find useful.
A downloadable version is also
attached alongside this
newsletter for your
convenience. Do please take
some time to read this, with
your child if you have plans to
purchase an e-scooter or
indeed, if your child already
owns one.
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